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A multi-model average shows that 21st century warming over the eastern3

Indian Ocean (IO) is slower than that to the west, but with strong inter-model4

variations. Is the simulation of the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) relevant to5

the inter-model variations? We demonstrate that inter-model variations of6

this future warming are consistent with how well models simulate histori-7

cal IOD properties; models with a stronger IOD amplitude systematically8

produce a slower eastern IO warming rate with greater future rainfall changes9

in IOD-affected regions. These models also produce a stronger Bjerknes-like10

positive feedback, involving sea surface temperatures (SSTs), winds and a11

shoaling thermocline in the eastern IO. As warming proceeds, models with12

a stronger positive feedback induce a greater response to warming-induced13

changes such as easterly trends associated with the Walker circulation, gen-14

erating a smaller warming in the eastern IO. Simulating the present-day IOD15

properties is, therefore, a relevant criterion for selecting models for climate16

projections.17
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1. Introduction

The Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate18

Change (IPCC) treats climate projections from all models as a realization of equally19

credible possibilities. An important recognition going into the next assessment is that20

this may not be the best approach because some models are better in representing cli-21

mate processes than others. A model ranking based on a skill metric or a selection process22

is, therefore, required [Pierce et al., 2009]. The criteria for selection may be different de-23

pending on regions of interest, however it must be based on the correct simulation of the24

present-day climate, upon which, model performance can be benchmarked. The criterion25

must also be relevant; this means a systematic tendency toward a greater change in mod-26

els in which a particular criterion is better met. In this study, we focus on whether the27

realism of simulating present-day IOD properties (e.g., in terms of its amplitude, and the28

associated rainfall teleconnection) has any relevance for future climate over the tropical29

IO and surrounding regions.30

A positive IOD (pIOD) event refers to a pattern of SST variability occurring on inter-31

annual time scales in the equatorial IO [Saji et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1999; Yu and32

Rienecker , 1999] where ocean surface conditions are anomalously cool in the east and33

warm in the west. A pIOD event induces droughts in East Asia [Guan and Yamagata,34

2003], southeast Australia [Ummenhofer et al., 2009], Indonesia [D’Arrigo and Smerdon,35

2008], and flooding to parts of India and East Africa (short rains) [Black et al., 2003].36

It also modulates the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)-monsoon relationship [Ashok37

et al., 2001], and is linked to large outbreaks of major bushfires across southeast Aus-38
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tralia. During 2002-2008 the IO experienced five pIOD events; these pIOD events form39

part of a long-term increase in pIOD frequency [Cai et al., 2009a]. Based on 20th century40

experiments submitted to IPCC AR4, it is further shown that climate change contributes41

to the increasing frequency of pIOD occurrences [Cai et al., 2009b]. Towards the end of42

the 21st century, a multi-model average projects a weaker warming rate over the eastern43

IO compared to the western IO (Figure 1a), along with a shallowing thermocline and44

increased easterly winds [Vecchi and Soden, 2007]. This partly contributes to a projected45

rainfall reduction over IOD-influenced regions such as southeast Australia (Figure 1b).46

Given the potential ramifications of possible changes in IOD properties, are climate pro-47

jections contingent on the “realism” of the present-day model IOD simulations? Should48

climate projections consider how well climate models simulate present-day IOD proper-49

ties? We use inter-model variations to address these issues.50

2. Data and Models

We take outputs of one experiment for a 50 year period (1950-1999) from each of51

the available 23 climate models that formed part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison52

Project Phase 3 (CMIP3). Outputs of SST, rainfall, wind and thermocline anomalies are53

linearly detrended and interpolated onto a common grid (0.8◦×1.9◦). The IOD properties54

diagnosed from the detrended data are taken to represent the present-day climate. The55

outputs are stratified into seasons, although we focus on austral spring (September to56

November, or SON), when an IOD event peaks.57

The IOD is described through Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis on SST58

anomalies in the tropical IO domain (15◦S-15◦N, 40◦E-110◦E). The IOD index is taken as59
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the time series associated with the EOF spatial pattern, and has a standard deviation of60

one. The variance is expressed in the EOF spatial pattern, and its amplitude (Amp(k),61

with k representing the 23 models) is calculated as the standard deviation of this spatial62

pattern. A positive value of the IOD index refers to a phase when SST anomalies are63

anomalously cold in the eastern IO (i.e., pIOD event). The modelled IOD amplitudes are64

compared to that calculated from a reconstructed Hadley Centre SST reanalysis product65

(HadISST) [Rayner et al., 2003].66

For future climate, we use outputs from 21st century CMIP3 experiments. Future67

rainfall changes (∆Rain(x, y, k), k representing the 23 models) are expressed in terms68

of percentage change in climatology per degree of global warming (% ◦C−1). Likewise,69

future surface temperature changes (∆Temp(x, y, k)) are expressed in terms of ◦C per ◦C70

of global warming. We explore the linkage between future changes and the present-day71

simulation of the IOD amplitude.72

3. The relevance of simulated IOD properties

If the IOD amplitude is relevant to future climate changes, then a model that simulates73

a greater amplitude should produce a greater change such that a fit, linear or otherwise,74

of the inter-model variations is statistically significant. This is a “necessary condition”75

that must be met, from which, physical processes may be identified.76

Figure 2a plots inter-model variations of the present-day IOD amplitude versus pro-77

jected surface temperature changes averaged over the eastern IO region (0-10◦S, 100◦E-78

110◦E). The relevance of the IOD amplitude is underscored by a tendency for models with79

a greater amplitude to produce a smaller warming in the eastern IO. Taking each model80
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as an independent sample, for 23 models, a linear fit requires an absolute correlation81

greater than 0.41 to be statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. The linear fit82

in Figure 2a is indeed statistically significant with a correlation of -0.47. The correlation83

of the linear fit is equivalent to that obtained by correlating Amp(k) with ∆Temp(x, y, k)84

(with respect to k) averaged over the region. The significant correlation suggests that85

simulation of the IOD amplitude is relevant to the response of the east IO region to pro-86

jections of temperature changes. Such relevance is also seen in projected rainfall changes87

over the same region (Figure 2b). Models with a greater IOD amplitude tend to produce88

a greater rainfall reduction over the eastern IO region.89

The above linear fit analysis can be conducted for each grid point, by correlating90

∆Temp(x, y, k)(or ∆Rain(x, y, k)) with the present-day IOD amplitude, Amp(k), with91

respect to k. Maps of correlation coefficients for temperature and rainfall are plotted in92

Figures 2c and 2d. Again, models with a greater IOD amplitude produce a smaller warm-93

ing rate over the eastern IO, with a greater corresponding rainfall reduction, extending to94

southeast Australia. These patterns are well-defined, suggesting that the relevance seen95

in Figures 2a and 2b is systematic. Given that most models simulate an overly strong96

IOD amplitude (Figure 2a) the projected rainfall reduction over southeastern Australia97

may be overestimated.98

In terms of projections of surface temperature, the relevance is mainly confined to the99

ocean around Sumatra-Java (Figure 2c), but in terms of rainfall projections the relevance100

extends to land, particularly to regions where the IOD has an impact, like Indonesia. The101

IOD amplitude also has a strong relevance in rainfall projections over northern Australia102
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(Figure 2d). On inter-annual time scales, the IOD influences rainfall over these regions103

through the coherence with ENSO, although in most models the coherence is weaker104

than the observed [Cai et al., 2009c]. During an El Niño event, which often occurs105

in conjunction with a pIOD episode, convection over the western Pacific decreases as106

the Walker circulation weakens and shifts westward. Under global warming, the Walker107

circulation is projected to weaken [Vecchi and Soden, 2007]. In models with a greater108

ENSO amplitude, and hence a greater IOD amplitude [Cai et al., 2009c], the simulated109

reduction in the Walker circulation is stronger (see Figure 7 of Cai et al. [2010]). As a110

result, the rainfall reduction over these regions is also more pronounced. In regions outside111

northern Australia, the ENSO-IOD coherence has little relevance.112

How is the relevance of the IOD amplitude to rainfall projections achieved? To this end,113

we investigate whether models with a stronger present-day IOD-rainfall teleconnection114

systematically produce a bigger rainfall reduction in the IOD-impacted regions. The115

present-day IOD-rainfall teleconnection is defined as the regression of detrended grid-point116

rainfall onto the IOD index (mm day−1 per unit of the IOD index). This teleconnection,117

measured by the regression coefficient, is ascribed as TC(x, y, k) (k representing the 23118

models). Cai et al. [2009c] show that the greater the IOD amplitude, the better the119

IOD-rainfall teleconnection is manifested. The teleconnection means that during pIODs120

rainfall over the eastern IO region decreases, indicated by a negative regression coefficient121

(Figure 3a).122

Point-to-point correlation between TC(x, y, k) and ∆Rain(x, y, k) (with respect to k)123

shows that models with a greater amplitude of the negative regression coefficient do sys-124
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tematically produce a greater rainfall reduction over much of the IOD-affected regions125

(Figure 3b), such as the Sumatra-Java and southeast Australia. Thus, the relevance of126

the IOD amplitude on rainfall projections are conducted through the IOD-rainfall tele-127

connection already operating in the present-day climate.128

4. Mechanism for the relevance of the IOD amplitude

Previous studies [e.g., Saji et al., 2006] have shown that most climate models simulate129

a Bjerknes-like positive feedback involving anomalous SSTs, winds, and the thermocline130

in the eastern IO [Saji et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1999], essential for the development of131

an IOD event. In response to increasing greenhouse gases, several factors may trigger a132

“perturbation” to the eastern IO circulation where the positive feedback operates. Firstly,133

a weakening of the Walker circulation generates easterly wind trends in the equatorial IO134

with a shoaling thermocline trend in the eastern IO [Vecchi and Soden, 2007]. Secondly, a135

greater warming over the surrounding land masses relative to the ocean generate similar136

wind trends [Cai et al., 2009b], or dynamically support the wind trends associated with137

the weakening Walker circulation. It follows that models with a stronger positive feedback138

will generate a greater response to such perturbations.139

The strength of the positive feedback in each model may be measured by the “sensitiv-140

ity” of anomalies of zonal winds and the thermocline (defined as the 20◦C isotherm, or141

Z20) to each model’s IOD index obtained by a linear regression. The zonal wind-to-IOD142

and Z20-to-IOD sensitivity within each model may be referred to as ZW⇒IOD(x, y, k)143

and Z20⇒IOD(x, y, k) (k representing the 23 models), and they carry an unit of Nm−2
144

◦C−1 and m ◦C−1, respectively. Figures 4a and 4b plot the inter-model variations of145
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the IOD amplitude versus the zonal wind-to-IOD-sensitivity and Z20-to-IOD sensitivity146

averaged over the east IO region. We see that models with a greater IOD amplitude147

do systematically produce a greater sensitivity, which indicates a greater strength of the148

positive feedback. In both plots, the absolute correlation of the linear fit is greater than149

that required for statistical significance at the 95% confidence level (greater than 0.41).150

To examine the spatial coherence of this inter-model relationship, the correlation and151

slope of such inter-model linear fits are calculated at each grid-point. This is equivalent152

to correlating Amp(k) with ZW⇒IOD(x, y, k), or regressing ZW⇒IOD(x, y, k) onto153

Amp(k), both with respect to k. The regression coefficients carry a unit ofNm−2 ◦C−2 and154

m ◦C−2, respectively. Maps of the correlations and regression slopes reveal that the inter-155

model relationship is spatially well-organised and well-defined, and strongest in the eastern156

IO, where the positive feedback operates. Models with a greater IOD amplitude (therefore157

with a greater positive feedback) produce a greater easterly wind-to-IOD sensitivity over158

the equatorial eastern IO but a greater westerly wind-to-IOD sensitivity to the south,159

reflecting a greater “anti-cyclonic circulation-to-IOD” sensitivity in models with a greater160

IOD amplitude. Consistently, models with a greater IOD amplitude, hence stronger161

positive feedback, display a greater Z20-to-IOD sensitivity, with a greater “thermocline162

shoaling-to-IOD” sensitivity over the equatorial eastern IO, but a stronger “thermocline163

deepening-to-IOD” sensitivity in the southern off-equatorial IO.164

In general, these patterns of correlation and regression coefficients are reminiscent of165

the IOD anomaly patterns in individual models that describe the positive feedback [Saji166

et al., 1999; Webster et al., 1999]. It is this resemblance that underpins the relevance of167
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the IOD amplitude to the magnitude of the eastern IO response to perturbations provided168

by climate change signals such as a weakening Walker circulation.169

5. Conclusions

This study addresses whether simulated IOD properties of the present-day climate are170

relevant to such inter-model variations in the projected climate. We show that models with171

greater IOD amplitude systematically produce a smaller warming in the eastern IO, where172

a Bjerknes-like positive feedback operates involving SSTs, winds and the thermocline.173

Further, models with a greater IOD amplitude systematically produce a greater rainfall174

change in IOD-affected regions, projecting onto a stronger IOD-rainfall teleconnection175

that already operates in the present-day. We find that these results arise because models176

with a greater IOD amplitude possess a stronger Bjerknes-like positive feedback. As global177

warming continues into the 21st century, changes such as the easterly wind trends over the178

east IO associated with a weakening Walker circulation provide a perturbation, inducing179

a greater response in models with a greater IOD amplitude (hence a stronger positive180

feedback). As the climate change-induced perturbation is in the form of easterly wind181

trends, the response in the eastern IO is a slowdown of the warming rate. An important182

conclusion is that simulation of the IOD properties of the present-day climate can influence183

future climate; therefore, this study emphasizes the importance of bench-marking IOD184

simulation in selecting models for future climate projections. Given that most models185

produce an IOD amplitude greater than the observed, it is likely the projected changes186

are overly large. Our result strengthens the argument that some models should carry a187
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greater weight when conducting multi-model averages of projected changes to the regional188

climate.189
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Figure 1. Average over 23 models of SON trends in (a) surface temperature (◦C per ◦C of

global warming), and (b) rainfall (% change per ◦C of global warming).

Figure 2. Inter-model variations in IOD amplitude of the present-day climate versus varia-

tions in (a) future surface temperature changes (◦C per ◦C of global warming) and (b) rainfall

changes(% change per ◦C of global warming)at an east IO grid point (100◦E, 3◦S). The observed

IOD amplitude as calculated from HadISST is shown as a vertical red line. Maps of correlation,

with respect to the models, (c) between IOD amplitude of the present-day climate (Amp(k))

and grid-point surface temperature changes (∆Temp(x, y, k)), and (d) between IOD amplitude

of the present-day climate (Amp(k)) and grid-point rainfall changes (∆Rain(x, y, k)).

Figure 3. (a) Inter-model variations of IOD-Rainfall teleconnection of the present-day climate

versus future rainfall changes (% per ◦C of global warming) at an east IO grid point (100◦E,

3◦S). (b) Map of point-to-point correlation between IOD-rainfall teleconnection (TC(x, y, k))

and future rainfall changes (∆Rain(x, y, k)), with respect to the models (k).

Figure 4. Inter-model variations of IOD amplitude versus the sensitivity to the IOD of (a) zonal

wind and (b) Z20 averaged over the east IO region (region). The observed IOD amplitude as cal-

culated from HadISST is shown as a vertical red line. (c) Map of regression coefficients (colour, in

Nm−2 ◦C−2) obtained by regressing grid-point zonal wind-to-IOD sensitivity, ZW⇒IOD(x, y, k)

(Nm−2 ◦C−1) onto IOD amplitude Amp(k) (with respect to k). Superimposed are correlations

between ZW⇒IOD(x, y, k) and Amp(k), again with respect to k (only contours representing

statistical significance at the 95% confidence level are shown). (d) The same as (c) but for the

thermocline-to-IOD sensitivity (Z20⇒IOD(x, y, k)) regressions coefficients (m ◦C−2).
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Correlation = -0.60 
Slope = -0.05

Correlation = -0.62 
Slope = -57.06
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